
Unlocking Unlocking Unlocking Unlocking real life stories of urban people 

Revealing Revealing Revealing Revealing Good News of the Down to Earth Christ 

ReleasingReleasingReleasingReleasing life changing skills and confidence 

What we don’t do?! 

We don’t have a one size 

fits all approach, or tell 

you what’s best for your 

own situation. We respond 

to the local context. 

What do we do? 

We train workers and 

place them in cities to help 

churches find appropriate 

ways of working within 

their own local culture. 
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What else has Unlock done? 

Over many years we have developed 

expertise and an understanding of ways 

of working. We also have resources you 

can use such as . . . . .  

FREE to download  

Who are we? 

Unlock is a Christian organisation that has been working 

for almost 40 years to help urban churches of any 

denomination to respond to the challenges in their 

areas. We are especially concerned with helping people 

in ‘text-shy’ cultures to explore their faith. 

For more information contact 

Unlock 

Handsworth Parish Centre 

Handsworth Road 

Sheffield 

S13 9BZ 

Tel:0114 2939060 

office@unlock-urban.org.uk 

www.unlock-urban.org.uk 



So—what’s the theology and educational theory behind Unlock’s approach?! 

Unlocking real life stories of urban people. 

Everyone is a creation of God, a unique individual. Being human means we are 

involved in a complex set of relationships. An individual faith that does not 

affect daily life and relationships is a pale image of what the Lord Jesus re-

quires of us. 

Jesus accepted people, and listened to the real issues of those who ap-

proached him. In the same way, Unlock encourages people to talk about their 

own experiences. People think and speak in concrete ways—involving 

emotion, and describing things that happened at a specific time and 

place. 

Unlocking people’s real stories of everyday life brings into the open 

the genuine concerns in people’s lives, and they learn from each other 

as important issues are shared. 

Releasing life changing skills and confidence. 

Our involvement in the lives of the people to whom God sends us is part of the proclamation 

of the Good News of Jesus. ‘Social Action’ is not just something that gives us the right to 

talk about Jesus. It is part of the way we proclaim the Good News and can lead to freedom 

for prisoners and release from oppression. Our understanding of Good News includes the 

fact of collective and structural sinfulness, in our society, as in any other. People are as 

much sinned against as they are sinful. 

Jesus opposed both religious and political structural sinfulness in his day, and we are 

obliged to oppose it in ours. To proclaim the Good News we need to take the incarnation and  

earthly ministry of Jesus as seriously as we take the last days of his life, the cross and the 

resurrection. 

The consequence of Unlocking stories and revealing Christ is that lives are changed! 

Revealing Good news of the Down 

to Earth Christ. 

The majority of the Bible is not theo-

logical textbook, but a collection of stories 

about people facing up to the demands of 

life. 

Jesus did not ‘preach at’ people, or attempt 

to fill them up with new facts. He re-

sponded to them, with all their questions 

and needs, taking them seriously as whole 

people. He used stories of everyday life—

sheep, fish, bread, wine—and used rele-

vant symbols. 

We give space for Bible stories to engage 

with people’s real life stories (contextual 

theology). 

We do not try to impose the Good News 

on their lives, but help them bring their 

hopes and ambitions, their joys and their 

fears, into the light of God’s truth. People 

reflect on the Good News, as God, 

thought his Spirit is with them. 

Action goes on to create more stories, and 

the process continues . . . . 

The Unlock Mission Statement draws on a theological learning cycle. Clearly documented by Laurie Green (Let’s Do Theology; Mowbray;1990) 


